
ASSOCIATE DEGREE PROGRAM

2ND YEAR CURRICULUM

NAME OF PROGRAM: ASSOCIATE OF MINISTRY(AOM)

COURSE DESCRIPTION

As a Prerequisite for enrollment into the associate degree program, prospective

candidates must have successfully completed year one Program of the CIBC.

 

The Christ Image Bible College’s two-year program was created as a training ground

for those who sense a call into the Five-Fold ministry of apostles, prophets,

evangelists, pastors, and teachers. Persons enrolled in the two-year program can

train for ministry, pursue an intense study of the Bible, enhance their present skills,

gain a deeper understanding of the things of God, learn how to better relate to

people, and obtain invaluable instruction on Faith, the Holy Spirit, Bible Prophecy and

other theological areas. Persons enrolled in this program who successfully complete

all required courses will receive an Associates Degree.

PROGRAM LEARNING OUTCOMES

Upon successful completion of all requirements for the two-year program, the

student will obtain an Associates Degree. The program itself may serve as a catalyst

for a greater more intimate walk with God and provide the student with tools for

more productive Bible study. This program may also serve as the initial step toward

further structured theological study.



2ND YEAR CLASS DESCRIPTIONS

COURSE CONTENT

MODULE CODE MODULE NAME

AOM 2101 Blood covenant

AOM 2102 The Book of Acts 

AOM 2103 Christian Lifestyle II

AOM 2104 Devils & Demons: HTDWT

AOM 2105 Eschatology 

AOM 2106 Faith II 

AOM 2107 Homiletics I 

AOM 2108 Leadership  

AOM 2109 The Love Walk 

AOM 2110 Merchandising & Trafficking the
Anointing

AOM 2111 The Minister’s family

AOM 2112 Ministry Gifts

AOM 2113 Missions II 

AOM 2114 Old Testament Men of Faith 

AOM 2215 Prayer II 

AOM 2216 Preparation for Ministry 

AOM 2217 Revival: Nothing More, Nothing
Less, Nothing Else



AOM 2218 Shaking the Nations

AOM 2219 Signs & Wonders
 

AOM 2220 Soul Winning II 

AOM 2221 Stewardship II

AOM 2222 The Tabernacle of Moses

AOM 2223 Vision

AOM 2224 Worship as a Lifestyle



Module Name: Blood Covenant 

Module Code: AOM 2101

Module Description

This course will involve biblical study into the covenants, their creation and duration,

with particular emphasis on the Blood Covenant and its implications for the believer.

This course will also examine both old and new covenant, their similarities, and their

application for today. 

Module purpose

 On completion of this course, learners will be able to understand the covenants, their

creation and duration, with particular emphasis on the Blood Covenant and its

implications for the believer. This course will also examine both of the old and new

covenant, their similarities and their application for today. 

Module aim

For effective church leadership and to ensure success of church Leaders there is

need for leaders to understand the covenants, their creation and duration, with

particular emphasis on the Blood Covenant and its implications for the believer. This

course is designed to equip learners with information necessary to examine both old

and new covenant, their similarities and their application for today. 

Knowledge Descriptor

● The holder of Associate of Ministry (AOM) has Biblical, practical, theoretical

knowledge and understanding of covenants, their creation and duration, with

particular emphasis on the Blood Covenant and its implications for the

believer.



● The holder of AOM has knowledge of the issues relating to the examination

of both of the old and new covenant, their similarities and their application for

today. 

● The holder is aware of the nature and scope of both of the old and new

covenant, their similarities and their application for today. 

● The holder understands different perspectives, approaches or schools of

thought and the reasoning behind both of the old and new covenant, their

similarities and their application for today. 

Skills Descriptor

● The holder will determine, adapt and use appropriate leadership skills,

cognitive and practical skills to address broadly defined, complex spiritual and

biblical issues of both of the old and new covenant, their similarities and their

application for today. 

● Use relevant biblical concepts and quotations to inform church leadership

actions, evaluate actions and preaching methods relating to the old and new

covenant.

● The holder can analyze, interpret, and evaluate relevant information, concepts

and ideas relating to the Blood covenant.

Module Learning Time

In arriving at a final number of learning hours, CIBC applies the Texas educational

notional hours and split learning hours for each module into:

● ∙Guided Learning Hours (GLH): which CIBC defines as a measure of the

amount of input time required to achieve the Certificate of Completion. This

includes lectures, tutorials and practicals, as well as supervised study in, for

example, learning centres and workshops. GLH also includes the time



required for learners to complete external assessment under examination or

supervised conditions.

● ∙Self-Study Requirement (SSR): which CIBC described as other required

learning as directed by tutors will include private study, preparation for

assessment and undertaking assessment when not under supervision, such

as preparatory reading, revision and independent biblical and wider reading of

the subject areas.

For this module:

● 12 Credits

● Module Learning Time =60 hours

● GLH = 20 hours

● SSR = 40 hours

● Assessment = 1.5 hours

Assessment

∙ Objective Response Exam – 1.5 hours

∙ Pass mark – 60%

Module Name : Book of Acts

Module Code: AOM 2102

Module Description

This course will give you an understanding of The Book of Acts with the emphasis on

The Work of the Holy Spirit throughout.



Module purpose

 On completion of this module, learners will be able to understand the concepts of

the fundamental truth about The Book of Acts with the emphasis on The Work of the Holy

Spirit throughout.

Module aim

Understanding and explaining the subjects relating to The Book of Acts with the

emphasis on The Work of the Holy Spirit throughout is fundamental to spirit filled

leadership and the church.This course is designed to equip those involved in

church leadership with the knowledge to explain the subjects of The Book of Acts

with the emphasis on The Work of the Holy Spirit throughout

Knowledge Descriptor

● The holder of AOM has spiritual, Biblical, practical, theoretical knowledge and

understanding of the Book of Acts with the emphasis on The Work of the

Holy Spirit throughout

Skills Descriptor
● The holder will determine, adapt and use appropriate leadership skills, cognitive and

practical skills to address broadly defined, complex spiritual and biblical issues of

faith.

● The holder can analyze, interpret, and evaluate relevant information, concepts and

ideas relating to the Book of Acts

Module Learning Time

In arriving at a final number of learning hours, CIBC applies the Texas educational

notional hours and split learning hours for each module into:

● Guided Learning Hours (GLH): which CIBC defines as a measure of the

amount of input time required to achieve the Certificate of Completion. This



includes lectures, tutorials and practicals, as well as supervised study in, for

example, learning centres and workshops. GLH also includes the time

required for learners to complete external assessment under examination or

supervised conditions.

● Self-Study Requirement (SSR): which CIBC described as other required

learning as directed by tutors will include private study, preparation for

assessment and undertaking assessment when not under supervision, such

as preparatory reading, revision and independent biblical and wider reading of

the subject areas.

For this module:

● 12 Credits

● Module Learning Time =60 hours

● GLH = 20 hours

● SSR = 40 hours

● Assessment = 1.5 hours

Assessment

∙ Objective Response Exam – 1.5 hours

∙ Pass mark – 60%



Module Name: Christian Lifestyle II

Module Code: AOM 2103

Module Description

This course will help the student develop strong spiritual and biblical discernment of

what a true Christian lifestyle looks like. The emphasis will be on purity and holiness

in life, ministry and conduct as a believer. We will study how the Gifts of the Spirit

and especially the fruit of the Spirit cancel the works of the flesh.

 

Module purpose

 On completion of this module, learners will develop strong spiritual and biblical

discernment of what a true Christian lifestyle looks like. The emphasis will be on

purity and holiness in life, ministry and conduct as a believer. We will study how the

Gifts of the Spirit and especially the fruit of the Spirit cancel the works of the flesh.

 

Module aim

To ensure successful Holy Spirit-Filled church leadership, students should be able to

develop strong spiritual and biblical discernment of what a true Christian lifestyle

looks like. The emphasis will be on purity and holiness in life, ministry and conduct

as a believer. The designed to equip students with the knowledge of how the Gifts of

the Spirit and especially the fruit of the Spirit cancel the works of the flesh.

 

Knowledge Descriptor

● The holder of Associate of Ministry/(A0M) has Biblical, practical, theoretical

knowledge and understanding of how to develop strong spiritual and biblical

discernment of what a true Christian lifestyle looks like. The emphasis will be



on purity and holiness in life, ministry and conduct as a believer. The designed

to equip students with the knowledge of how the Gifts of the Spirit and

especially the fruit of the Spirit cancel the works of the flesh.

Skills Descriptor

▪ The holder will determine, adapt and use appropriate leadership skills,

cognitive and practical skills to address broadly defined, complex spiritual and

biblical issues relating to the development of strong spiritual and biblical

discernment of what a true Christian lifestyle looks like and emphasis on the

purity and holiness in life, ministry and conduct as a believer. The designed to

equip students with the knowledge of how the Gifts of the Spirit and

especially the fruit of the Spirit cancel the works of the flesh.

▪ The holder can analyze, interpret, and evaluate relevant information, concepts,

knowledge and ideas relating to the development of strong spiritual and

biblical discernment of what a true Christian lifestyle looks like and emphasis

on the purity and holiness in life, ministry and conduct as a believer. The

designed to equip students with the knowledge of how the Gifts of the Spirit

and especially the fruit of the Spirit cancel the works of the flesh.

Module Learning Time

In arriving at a final number of learning hours, CIBC applies the Texas educational

notional hours and split learning hours for each module into:

● Guided Learning Hours (GLH): which CIBC defines as a measure of the

amount of input time required to achieve the Certificate of Completion. This

includes lectures, tutorials and practicals, as well as supervised study in, for

example, learning centres and workshops. GLH also includes the time

required for learners to complete external assessment under examination or

supervised conditions.



● Self-Study Requirement (SSR): which CIBC described as other required

learning as directed by tutors will include private study, preparation for

assessment and undertaking assessment when not under supervision, such

as preparatory reading, revision and independent biblical and wider reading of

the subject areas.

For this module:

● 12 Credits

● Module Learning Time =60 hours

● GLH = 20 hours

● SSR = 40 hours

● Assessment = 1.5 hours

Assessment

∙ Objective Response Exam – 1.5 hours

∙ Pass mark – 60%



Module Name: Devils and Demons: HTDWT

Module Code: AOM 2104

Module Description

This course will ground you, the student, in the Word of God concerning the activity

of angels and demons. It will also build faith for dealing scripturally with both Godly

angels and fallen angels/demons.

Module purpose

 On completion of this module, learners will be able to understand the concepts and

fundamental truths in the Word of God concerning the activity of angels and

demons. It will also build faith for dealing scripturally with both Godly angels and

fallen angels/demons.

Module aim

To ensure successful Holy Spirit-Filled church leadership, students should be able to

understand the Word of God concerning the activity of angels and demons. It will

also build faith for dealing scripturally with both Godly angels and fallen

angels/demons. The course is aimed at empowering prospective students with

knowledge with the Word of God concerning the activity of angels and demons

Knowledge Descriptor

● The holder of Associate of Ministry (AOM) has Biblical, practical, theoretical

knowledge and understanding of Word of God concerning the activity of

angels and demons. It will also build faith for dealing scripturally with both

Godly angels and fallen angels/demon



Skills Descriptor

● The holder can analyze, interpret, and evaluate relevant information, concepts

and ideas relating to the activities of angels and demons and building of faith

to deal spiritually with both God Angels and fallen Angels/Demons.

● Use relevant biblical and spiritual concepts, and quotations to inform church

leadership actions, evaluate actions and preaching methods in dealing with

Gods Angels and fallen angels.

Module Learning Time

In arriving at a final number of learning hours, CIBC applies the Texas educational

notional hours and split learning hours for each module into:

● Guided Learning Hours (GLH): which CIBC defines as a measure of the

amount of input time required to achieve the Certificate of Completion. This

includes lectures, tutorials and practicals, as well as supervised study in, for

example, learning centres and workshops. GLH also includes the time

required for learners to complete external assessment under examination or

supervised conditions.

● Self-Study Requirement (SSR): which CIBC described as other required

learning as directed by tutors will include private study, preparation for

assessment and undertaking assessment when not under supervision, such

as preparatory reading, revision and independent biblical and wider reading of

the subject areas.

For this module:

● 12 Credits

● Module Learning Time =60 hours

● GLH = 20 hours

● SSR = 40 hours

● Assessment = 1.5 hours



Assessment

∙ Objective Response Exam – 1.5 hours

∙ Pass mark – 60%

Module Name: Eschatology

Module Code: AOM 2105

Module Description

Eschatology is the branch of theology that deals with the final consummation of all

things. We will cover such subject matter as the rapture, the tribulation, judgment,

and the life to come.

Module purpose

 On completion of this course, learners, students and participants will be able to

understand and preach the concepts of Eschatology which is the branch of

theology that deals with the final consummation of all things. Learners will

understand the subject matter such as the rapture, the tribulation, judgment, and the

life to come.

 

Module aim

In order to ensure successful Holy Spirit-Filled church leadership and administration,

students should be able to understand the concepts and ideas of Eschatology which

is the branch of theology that deals with the final consummation of all things. The

course is designed to empower students with knowledge of the subject matter such

as the rapture, the tribulation, judgment, and the life to come.

 

Knowledge Descriptor



● The holder of Associate of Ministry (AOM) has Spiritual, Biblical, practical,

theoretical knowledge and understanding of the concept of Eschatology

Skills Descriptor

● The holder will determine, adapt and use appropriate leadership skills,

cognitive and practical skills to address broadly defined, complex spiritual and

biblical issues Eschatology.

● Use relevant biblical concepts and quotations to inform church leadership,

their actions, evaluate actions and preaching methods relating to

Eschatology.

● The holder can analyze, interpret, and evaluate relevant information, concepts

and ideas relating to Eschatology

Module Learning Time

In arriving at a final number of learning hours, CIBC applies the Texas educational

notional hours and split learning hours for each module into:

● Guided Learning Hours (GLH): which CIBC defines as a measure of the

amount of input time required to achieve the Certificate of Completion. This

includes lectures, tutorials and practicals, as well as supervised study in, for

example, learning centres and workshops. GLH also includes the time

required for learners to complete external assessment under examination or

supervised conditions.

● Self-Study Requirement (SSR): which CIBC described as other required

learning as directed by tutors will include private study, preparation for

assessment and undertaking assessment when not under supervision, such

as preparatory reading, revision and independent biblical and wider reading of

the subject areas.



For this module:

● 12 Credits

● Module Learning Time =60 hours

● GLH = 20 hours

● SSR = 40 hours

● Assessment = 1.5 hours

Assessment

∙ Objective Response Exam – 1.5 hours

∙ Pass mark – 60%

Module Name: Faith II 

Module Code: AOM 21O6

Module Description

An understanding of the different types of Faith that are required to enable the

student to minister in a way that will not only impact their lives but most importantly,

the lives of others.

Module purpose

 On completion of this module, learners will be able to have an understanding of the

different types of Faith that are required to enable the student to minister in a way

that will not only impact their lives but most importantly, the lives of others.

Module aim

In order to ensure successful Holy Spirit-Filled church leadership and administrators,

students should be able to have an understanding of the different types of Faith that



are required to enable the student to minister in a way that will not only impact their

lives but most importantly, the lives of others.

The module aimed at empowering prospective students with knowledge of the

different types of Faith that are required to enable the student to minister in a way

that will not only impact their lives but most importantly, the lives of others.

Knowledge Descriptor

● The holder of Associate of Ministry(AOM) has Biblical, practical, theoretical

knowledge and understanding of the different types of Faith that are required

to enable the student to minister in a way that will not only impact their lives

but most importantly, the lives of others.

● The holder is aware of the nature and scope of the twelve pillars of faith and

understands different perspectives, approaches or schools of thought and the

reasoning behind the different types of Faith that are required to enable the

student to minister in a way that will not only impact their lives but most

importantly, the lives of others.

Skills Descriptor

● The holder will determine, adapt and use appropriate leadership skills,

cognitive and practical skills to address broadly defined, complex spiritual and

biblical issues of faith.

● The holder can analyze, interpret, describe and evaluate relevant information,

concepts and ideas relating to the different types of Faith that are required to

enable the student to minister in a way that will not only impact their lives but

most importantly, the lives of others.

● Use relevant biblical concepts and quotations to inform church leadership

actions, evaluate actions and preaching methods in regard to the different

types of faith.



Module Learning Time

In arriving at a final number of learning hours, CIBC applies the Texas educational

notional hours and split learning hours for each module into:

● Guided Learning Hours (GLH): which CIBC defines as a measure of the

amount of input time required to achieve the Certificate of Completion. This

includes lectures, tutorials and practicals, as well as supervised study in, for

example, learning centres and workshops. GLH also includes the time

required for learners to complete external assessment under examination or

supervised conditions.

● Self-Study Requirement (SSR): which CIBC described as other required

learning as directed by tutors will include private study, preparation for

assessment and undertaking assessment when not under supervision, such

as preparatory reading, revision and independent biblical and wider reading of

the subject areas.

For this module:

● 12 Credits

● Module Learning Time =60 hours

● GLH = 20 hours

● SSR = 40 hours

● Assessment = 1.5 hours

Assessment

∙ Objective Response Exam – 1.5 hours

∙ Pass mark – 60%



Module: Homiletics I

Module Code: AOM 2107

Module Description

Homiletics’ is described as the art of preaching and comprise the study of the

composition and delivery of religious discourses. It includes all forms of preaching,

namely sermons, homilies, and catechetical instruction. It may be further defined as

the study of the analysis, classification, preparation, composition, and delivery of

sermons. The course is meant to help each student to gain confidence in his/her

own ability and in the ability of the Holy Spirit to help him/her in pulpit ministry and to

be aware of ways of improving his/her presentation.

Module purpose

 On completion of this module, learners will be able to understand the concepts of

Homiletics and how understanding the concept could help each student to gain

confidence in his/her own ability and in the ability of the Holy Spirit to help him/her in

pulpit ministry and to be aware of ways of improving his/her presentation.

Module aim

This course is designed to equip prospective students with knowledge of

Homiletics which will help each student to gain confidence in his/her own ability and

in the ability of the Holy Spirit to help him/her in pulpit ministry and to be aware of

ways of improving his/her presentation.



Knowledge Descriptor

● The holder of Associate of Ministry(AOM) has Biblical, practical, theoretical

knowledge and understanding of homiletics.

● The holder is aware of the nature and scope of the Homiletics

Skills Descriptor

● The holder will determine, adapt, and use appropriate leadership skills,

cognitive and practical skills to address broadly defined, complex spiritual and

biblical issues of Homiletics which will build confidence.

● Use relevant biblical concepts and quotations to inform church leadership

actions, evaluate actions and preaching methods based on the ideology of

homiletics

● The holder can analyze, interpret, and evaluate relevant information, concepts

and ideas relating to homiletics.

Module Learning Time

In arriving at a final number of learning hours, CIBC applies the Texas educational

notional hours and split learning hours for each module into:

● Guided Learning Hours (GLH): which CIBC defines as a measure of the

amount of input time required to achieve the Certificate of Completion. This

includes lectures, tutorials and practicals, as well as supervised study in, for

example, learning centres and workshops. GLH also includes the time

required for learners to complete external assessment under examination or

supervised conditions.

● Self-Study Requirement (SSR): which CIBC described as other required

learning as directed by tutors will include private study, preparation for

assessment and undertaking assessment when not under supervision, such

as preparatory reading, revision and independent biblical and wider reading of

the subject areas.



For this module:

● 12 Credits

● Module Learning Time =60 hours

● GLH = 20 hours

● SSR = 40 hours

● Assessment = 1.5 hours

Assessment

∙ Objective Response Exam – 1.5 hours

∙ Pass mark – 60%

 Module Name:  Leadership

Module Code : AOM 2108

Module Description

Someone who has respect for ethical belief, values and the dignity and rights of

others. He Leads by example and is trustworthy, honest, considerate, and fair to

others in the dispensation of biblical and spiritual duty and activities. This course will

develop a biblical foundation for leadership. Students will discover principles that will

help them to develop leadership qualities in their lives.



Module purpose

 On completion of this module, learners will be able to understand the concept and

principles of leadership in church. This will help you develop strong leadership

qualities built on God’s words which are fundamental to Holy Ghost-filled leaders and

believers.

Module aim

In order to ensure successful Holy Spirit-Filled church leadership, students should be

able to understand the outward and inward evidence of Christian leaders. The

module is aimed at empowering prospective students with knowledge of Holy-Spirit

filled leaders.

.

Knowledge Descriptor

● The holder of AOM has spiritual Biblical, practical, theoretical knowledge and

understanding of  leadership principles

● The holder is aware of the nature and scope of leadership and understands

different perspectives, approaches or schools of thought and the reasoning

behind the different theories and principles of leadership.

Skills Descriptor

● The holder will determine, adapt and use appropriate leadership skills,

cognitive and practical leadership skills to address broadly defined, complex

spiritual and biblical issues and challenges.

● Use relevant biblical concepts and quotations of leadership to inform church

leadership actions, evaluate actions and preaching methods that are

fundamental to the principles of leadership.

● The holder can analyze, interpret, and evaluate relevant information, concepts

and ideas relating to spirit-filled leadership in churches.



Module Learning Time

In arriving at a final number of learning hours, CIBC applies the Texas educational

notional hours and split learning hours for each module into:

● Guided Learning Hours (GLH): which CIBC defines as a measure of the

amount of input time required to achieve the Certificate of Completion. This

includes lectures, tutorials and practicals, as well as supervised study in, for

example, learning centres and workshops. GLH also includes the time

required for learners to complete external assessment under examination or

supervised conditions.

● Self-Study Requirement (SSR): which CIBC described as other required

learning as directed by tutors will include private study, preparation for

assessment and undertaking assessment when not under supervision, such

as preparatory reading, revision and independent biblical and wider reading of

the subject areas.

For this module:

● 12 Credits

● Module Learning Time =60 hours

● GLH = 20 hours

● SSR = 40 hours

● Assessment = 1.5 hours

Assessment

∙ Objective Response Exam – 1.5 hours

∙ Pass mark – 60%



Module Name: The Love Walk 

Module Code: AOM 2109

Module Description

In this course the student will be encouraged, exhorted and provoked to press into

God, make a decision and a commitment to really get to know the Father. The

student will learn that by walking in the love of God, one can walk in victory in every

area of life.

 

Module purpose

 On completion of this module, learners will be able to understand the concepts and

principles of God’s love and learn that by walking in the love of God, one can walk in

victory in every area of life.

Module aim

The module aimed at empowering prospective students with knowledge of love as

revealed by the Holy-Spirit. The course is designed to encourage, exhort and provoke

to press into God, make a decision and a commitment to really get to know the

Father.

Knowledge Descriptor

● The holder of AoB has Biblical, practical, theoretical knowledge and

understanding of the concept and principles of love.

● The holder can analyze, interpret, and evaluate relevant information, concepts

and ideas relating to the love of God and the instructions giving to mankind on

God’s love.

● The holder is aware that by walking in the love of God, one can walk in victory

in every area of life.



Skills Descriptor

● The holder understands and practice love

● The holder walks in the love of God and can walk in victory in every area of

life.

Module Learning Time

In arriving at a final number of learning hours, CIBC applies the Texas educational

notional hours and split learning hours for each module into:

● Guided Learning Hours (GLH): which CIBC defines as a measure of the

amount of input time required to achieve the Certificate of Completion. This

includes lectures, tutorials and practicals, as well as supervised study in, for

example, learning centres and workshops. GLH also includes the time

required for learners to complete external assessment under examination or

supervised conditions.

● Self-Study Requirement (SSR): which CIBC described as other required

learning as directed by tutors will include private study, preparation for

assessment and undertaking assessment when not under supervision, such

as preparatory reading, revision and independent biblical and wider reading of

the subject areas.

For this module:

● 12 Credits

● Module Learning Time =60 hours

● GLH = 20 hours

● SSR = 40 hours

● Assessment = 1.5 hours

Assessment

∙ Objective Response Exam – 1.5 hours

∙ Pass mark – 60%



Module Name: Merchandising & Trafficking the Anointing 

Module Code: AOM 2110

Module Description

This course will give you an understanding of the world we are living in. Every one of

us must make the decision whom we will serve. Will we submit every aspect of our

lives to the word of God and keep our heart and life pure? Or will we give in to our

fleshly desire and sell out to the devil and the world? Many Christians – even many

preachers – have already compromised and given place to the devil even though

they claim to be serving God. If the devil even tried to tempt Jesus with this, how can

we expect to walk in freedom and righteousness except by the power of the word

and the Holy Spirit?

Module purpose

 On completion of this module, learners will be able to understand the world we are

living in. Every one of us must make the decision whom we will serve. Will we submit

every aspect of our lives to the word of God and keep our heart and life pure? Or will

we give in to our fleshly desire and sell out to the devil and the world? Many

Christians – even many preachers – have already compromised and given place to

the devil even though they claim to be serving God. If the devil even tried to tempt

Jesus with this, how can we expect to walk in freedom and righteousness except by

the power of the word and the Holy Spirit?

Module aim

The module is designed to equip learners with information that will enhance their

ability to understand the world we are living in, whom to serve and to submit every

aspect of our lives to the word of God to keep our heart and life pure. Will we give in

to our fleshly desire and sell out to the devil and the world? Many Christians – even



many preachers – have already compromised and given place to the devil even

though they claim to be serving God. If the devil even tried to tempt Jesus with this,

how can we expect to walk in freedom and righteousness except by the power of the

word and the Holy Spirit.

Knowledge Descriptor

● The holder of AOM has Biblical, practical, theoretical knowledge and

understanding of the world we are living in, whom we serve and to submit

every aspect of our lives to the word of God to keep our hearts pure.

● The holder is aware of the nature and scope of the world we are living in and

understands different perspectives, approaches or schools of thought and the

reasoning behind who to submit to.

Skills Descriptor

● The holder describes, enumerates, assesses and examines the world we are

living in and to whom to submit.

● The holder can analyze, interpret, and evaluate relevant information, concepts

and ideas relating to the world we are living in, who we serve and whom to

submit.

● Use relevant biblical concepts and quotations to inform church leadership

actions, evaluate actions and preach about the world we are living in and

whom to submit to.

Module Learning Time

In arriving at a final number of learning hours, CIBC applies the Texas educational

notional hours and split learning hours for each module into:

● Guided Learning Hours (GLH): which CIBC defines as a measure of the

amount of input time required to achieve the Certificate of Completion. This



includes lectures, tutorials and practicals, as well as supervised study in, for

example, learning centres and workshops. GLH also includes the time

required for learners to complete external assessment under examination or

supervised conditions.

● Self-Study Requirement (SSR): which CIBC described as other required

learning as directed by tutors will include private study, preparation for

assessment and undertaking assessment when not under supervision, such

as preparatory reading, revision and independent biblical and wider reading of

the subject areas.

For this module:

● 12 Credits

● Module Learning Time =60 hours

● GLH = 20 hours

● SSR = 40 hours

● Assessment = 1.5 hours

Assessment

∙ Objective Response Exam – 1.5 hours

∙ Pass mark – 60%

Module Name: The Minister’s Family 

 Module Code: COC AOM 2111



Module Description

This course’s purpose is to give the student called into ministry a thorough

understanding of the practicalities and demands of ministry placed on the family and

how to deal with them successfully; in other words, how to balance family and

ministry correctly.

Module purpose

 On completion of this module, learners will be able to understand when and how he

is called into ministry and a thorough understanding of the practicalities and

demands of ministry placed on the family and how to deal with them successfully; in

other words, how to balance family and ministry correctly.

Module aim

In order to ensure successful Holy Spirit-Filled church leadership, students should be

able to understand when they are called into ministry and have a thorough

understanding of the practicalities and demands of ministry placed on the family and

how to deal with them successfully; in other words, how to balance family and

ministry correctly. The module aimed at empowering prospective students with

knowledge of your calling into ministry and a thorough understanding of the

practicalities and demands of ministry placed on the family and how to deal with

them successfully; in other words, how to balance family and ministry correctly

Knowledge Descriptor

● The holder of AOM has Biblical, practical, theoretical knowledge and

understanding of his calling into the ministry



● The holder can analyze, interpret, and evaluate relevant information, concepts

and ideas relating to his calling into ministry and a thorough understanding of

the practicalities and demands of ministry placed on the family and how to

deal with them successfully; in other words, how to balance family and

ministry correctly

Skills Descriptor

● The holder will determine, adapt and use appropriate leadership skills,

cognitive and practical skills to address broadly defined, complex spiritual and

biblical issues of faith.

● Use relevant biblical concepts and quotations to inform church leadership

actions, evaluate actions and preaching methods relating to our calling and

the practicalities and demands of ministry placed on the family and how to

deal with them successfully; in other words, how to balance family and

ministry correctly

Module Learning Time

In arriving at a final number of learning hours, CIBC applies the Texas educational

notional hours and split learning hours for each module into:

● Guided Learning Hours (GLH): which CIBC defines as a measure of the

amount of input time required to achieve the Certificate of Completion. This

includes lectures, tutorials and practicals, as well as supervised study in, for

example, learning centres and workshops. GLH also includes the time

required for learners to complete external assessment under examination or

supervised conditions.

● Self-Study Requirement (SSR): which CIBC described as other required

learning as directed by tutors will include private study, preparation for

assessment and undertaking assessment when not under supervision, such



as preparatory reading, revision and independent biblical and wider reading of

the subject areas.

For this module:

● 12 Credits

● Module Learning Time =60 hours

● GLH = 20 hours

● SSR = 40 hours

● Assessment = 1.5 hours

Assessment

∙ Objective Response Exam – 1.5 hours

∙ Pass mark – 60%



Module Name: Ministry Gifts 

Module Code: AOM  2112

Module Description

This course will cover Ministry Gifts and the Divine Call. Students will develop an

understanding that, as ministers of the Gospel, we are entrusted with God’s strength

and might.

Module purpose

 On completion of this module, learners will be able to understand the concepts of

Ministry Gifts and the Divine Call. Students will develop an understanding that, as

ministers of the Gospel, we are entrusted with God’s strength and might.

Module aim

In order to ensure successful Holy Spirit-Filled church leadership and administrators,

students should be able to understand Ministry Gifts and the Divine Call. Students

will develop an understanding that, as ministers of the Gospel, we are entrusted with

God’s strength and might. The module aimed at empowering prospective students

with knowledge of ministry gifts and divine call.

Knowledge Descriptor

● The holder of AOM has Biblical, practical, theoretical knowledge and

understanding of ministry gift and divine call.

● The holder is aware of the nature and scope of ministry gift and understands

that, as ministers of the Gospel, we are entrusted with God’s strength and

might.



Skills Descriptor

● The holder of AOW identifies, describes, determines, adapts and defines

ministry gift and divine call.

● The holder can analyze, interpret, and evaluate relevant information, concepts

and ideas relating to ministry gift and divine call.

● Use relevant biblical concepts and quotations to inform church leadership

actions, evaluate actions and preaching methods to explain that, as

ministers of the Gospel, we are entrusted with God’s strength and might.

Module Learning Time

In arriving at a final number of learning hours, CIBC applies the Texas educational

notional hours and split learning hours for each module into:

● Guided Learning Hours (GLH): which CIBC defines as a measure of the

amount of input time required to achieve the Certificate of Completion. This

includes lectures, tutorials and practicals, as well as supervised study in, for

example, learning centres and workshops. GLH also includes the time

required for learners to complete external assessment under examination or

supervised conditions.

● Self-Study Requirement (SSR): which CIBC described as other required

learning as directed by tutors will include private study, preparation for

assessment and undertaking assessment when not under supervision, such

as preparatory reading, revision and independent biblical and wider reading of

the subject areas.

For this module:

● 12 Credits

● Module Learning Time =60 hours

● GLH = 20 hours

● SSR = 40 hours



● Assessment = 1.5 hours

Assessment

∙ Objective Response Exam – 1.5 hours

∙ Pass mark – 60%

Module Name: Missions II 

Module Code: AOM 2113

Module Description

A continuation of exciting biblical, historical, cultural, and strategic dimensions of

God’s plan to evangelize the world with the Gospel. Students are introduced to more

information needed to pursue a calling into missions or to help lead a local church in

its global ministry.

 

Module purpose

 On completion of this module, learners will be able to understand the exciting

biblical, historical, cultural, and strategic dimensions of God’s plan to evangelize the

world with the Gospel. Students are introduced to more information needed to

pursue a calling into missions or to help lead a local church in its global ministry.

Module aim

In order to ensure successful Holy Spirit-Filled church leadership, students should be

able to understand the exciting biblical, historical, cultural, and strategic dimensions

of God’s plan to evangelize the world with the Gospel. The course is designed to

introduced student to more information needed to pursue a calling into missions or

to help lead a local church in its global ministry



Knowledge Descriptor

● The holder of Associate of Ministry (AOM) has spiritual Biblical, practical,

theoretical knowledge and understanding of the exciting biblical, historical,

cultural, and strategic dimensions of God’s plan to evangelize the world with

the Gospel. Students are introduced to more information needed to pursue a

calling into missions or to help lead a local church in its global ministry.

● The holder is aware of the nature and scope of the biblical, historical, cultural,

and strategic dimensions of God’s plan to evangelize the world with the

Gospel.

Skills Descriptor

● The holder will determine, adapt and use appropriate leadership skills,

cognitive and practical skills to address broadly defined, complex spiritual and

biblical issues of biblical, historical, cultural, and strategic dimensions of

God’s plan to evangelize the world with the Gospel.

● Use relevant biblical concepts and quotations to inform church leadership

actions, evaluate actions and preaching methods of biblical, historical,

cultural, and strategic dimensions of God’s plan to evangelize the world with

the Gospel.

● The holder can analyze, interpret, and evaluate relevant information, concepts

and ideas relating to the biblical, historical, cultural, and strategic dimensions

of God’s plan to evangelize the world with the Gospel.



Module Learning Time

In arriving at a final number of learning hours, CIBC applies the Texas educational

notional hours and split learning hours for each module into:

● Guided Learning Hours (GLH): which CIBC defines as a measure of the

amount of input time required to achieve the Certificate of Completion. This

includes lectures, tutorials and practicals, as well as supervised study in, for

example, learning centres and workshops. GLH also includes the time

required for learners to complete external assessment under examination or

supervised conditions.

● Self-Study Requirement (SSR): which CIBC described as other required

learning as directed by tutors will include private study, preparation for

assessment and undertaking assessment when not under supervision, such

as preparatory reading, revision and independent biblical and wider reading of

the subject areas.

For this module:

● 12 Credits

● Module Learning Time =60 hours

● GLH = 20 hours

● SSR = 40 hours

● Assessment = 1.5 hours

Assessment

∙ Objective Response Exam – 1.5 hours

∙ Pass mark – 60%



Module Name: Old Testament Men of Faith 

Module Code: AOM 2114

Module Description

In this class you will gain insight into the lives of many of the Old Testament saints

and become aware that they utilized faith and its principles in a living and dynamic

way.

Module purpose

 On completion of this module, learners will be able to gain insight into the lives of

many of the Old Testament saints and become aware that they utilized faith and its

principles in a living and dynamic way.

Module aim

In order to ensure successful Holy Spirit-Filled church leadership, students should be

able to gain insight into the lives of many of the Old Testament saints and become

aware that they utilized faith and its principles in a living and dynamic way. The

module aimed at empowering prospective students with knowledge of a Holy-Spirit

Christian to gain such an insight.

Knowledge Descriptor

● The holder of AOM has Biblical, practical, theoretical knowledge and

understanding that will ensure that they gain insight into the lives of many of

the Old Testament saints and become aware that they utilized faith and its

principles in a living and dynamic way.

● The holder can analyze, interpret, and evaluate relevant information, concepts

and ideas relating to the old testament saints and how they utilize faith and its

principles.



● The holder is aware of the nature and scope of the Old Testament saints.

Skills Descriptor

● The holder of AOW gains insight into the lives of many of the Old Testament

saints and becomes aware that they utilized faith and its principles in a living

and dynamic way.

● Use relevant biblical concepts and quotations to inform church leadership

actions, evaluate actions and preaching methods about the old testament

saints  and how to utilize   faith and its principles.

Module Learning Time

In arriving at a final number of learning hours, CIBC applies the Texas educational

notional hours and split learning hours for each module into:

● Guided Learning Hours (GLH): which CIBC defines as a measure of the

amount of input time required to achieve the Certificate of Completion. This

includes lectures, tutorials and practicals, as well as supervised study in, for

example, learning centres and workshops. GLH also includes the time

required for learners to complete external assessment under examination or

supervised conditions.

● Self-Study Requirement (SSR): which CIBC described as other required

learning as directed by tutors will include private study, preparation for

assessment and undertaking assessment when not under supervision, such

as preparatory reading, revision and independent biblical and wider reading of

the subject areas.

For this module:

● 12 Credits

● Module Learning Time =60 hours



● GLH = 20 hours

● SSR = 40 hours

● Assessment = 1.5 hours

Assessment

∙ Objective Response Exam – 1.5 hours

∙ Pass mark – 60%

Module Name: Prayer II

Module Code: AOM 2215

Module Description

This course will study what prayer is and how to get prayers answered; the purpose,

the necessity, the possibilities, the power, the weapons, and the essentials of prayer.

Module purpose

 On completion of this module, learners will be able to understand what prayer is and

how to get prayers answered; the purpose, the necessity, the possibilities, the power,

the weapons, and the essentials of prayer

Module aim

In order to ensure successful Holy Spirit-Filled church leadership, students should be

able to understand what prayer is and how to get prayers answered; the purpose, the

necessity, the possibilities, the power, the weapons, and the essentials of prayer.the

module is designed to empowering prospective students with knowledge of what



prayer is and how to get prayers answered; the purpose, the necessity, the

possibilities, the power, the weapons, and the essentials of prayer

Knowledge Descriptor

● The holder of Associate of Ministry has Biblical, practical, theoretical

knowledge and understanding of what prayer is and how to get prayers

answered; the purpose, the necessity, the possibilities, the power, the

weapons, and the essentials of prayer

● The holder is aware of the nature, dimension and scope of prayer and

understands different perspectives, approaches or schools of thought and the

reasoning behind praying.

Skills Descriptor

● The holder determines, adapts, defines and uses appropriate church

leadership skills, cognitive and practical skills to address broadly defined,

complex spiritual and biblical issues of prayer.

● The holder can analyze, interpret, and evaluate relevant information, concepts

and ideas relating to what prayer is and how to get prayers answered, the

purpose, the necessity, the possibilities, the power, the weapons, and the

essentials of prayer

● Use relevant biblical concepts and quotations to inform church leadership

actions, evaluate actions and  preaching  methods relating to prayers.

Module Learning Time

In arriving at a final number of learning hours, CIBC applies the Texas educational

notional hours and split learning hours for each module into:

Guided Learning Hours (GLH): which CIBC defines as a measure of the amount of

input time required to achieve the Certificate of Completion. This includes lectures,

tutorials and practicals, as well as supervised study in, for example, learning centres



and workshops. GLH also includes the time required for learners to complete

external assessment under examination or supervised conditions.

Self-Study Requirement (SSR): which CIBC described as other required learning as

directed by tutors will include private study, preparation for assessment and

undertaking assessment when not under supervision, such as preparatory reading,

revision and independent biblical and wider reading of the subject areas.

For this module:

● 12 Credits

● Module Learning Time =60 hours

● GLH = 20 hours

● SSR = 40 hours

● Assessment = 1.5 hours

Assessment

∙ Objective Response Exam – 1.5 hours

∙ Pass mark – 60%



Module Name: Preparation for Ministry 

Module Code: AOM 2216

Module Description

Through both lecture and hands-on experience, this course was designed to help the

student with the practical and business aspects of ministry and to equip them with

the tools needed to begin a ministry.

Module purpose

 On completion of this module, learners will be able to understand the concepts of

the fundamental truths in God’s word, the practical and business aspects of ministry

and to equip them with the tools needed to begin a ministry.

Module aim

In order to ensure successful Holy Spirit-Filled church leadership, students should be

able to understand the practical and business aspects of ministry and to equip them

with the tools needed to begin a ministry.The module aimed at empowering

prospective students with knowledge of the practical and business aspects of

ministry and to equip them with the tools needed to begin a ministry.

Knowledge Descriptor

● The holder of AOM has Biblical, practical, theoretical knowledge and

understanding of the practical and business aspects of ministry and the tools

needed to begin a ministry.

● The holder is aware of the nature and scope of the practical and business

aspects of ministry and understands different perspectives, approaches or

schools of thought and the reasoning behind the business aspects of the

ministry.



Skills Descriptor

● The holder has hands-on experience and the practical and business aspects

of ministry and the tools needed to begin a ministry.

● The holder of AOM determines, adapt, and use appropriate leadership skills,

cognitive and practical skills to address broadly defined, complex spiritual and

biblical issues of setting up a ministry.

● The holder can analyze, interpret, and evaluate relevant information, concepts

and ideas relating to the practical and business aspects of ministry and the

tools needed to begin a ministry.

Module Learning Time

In arriving at a final number of learning hours, CIBC applies the Texas educational

notional hours and split learning hours for each module into:

● Guided Learning Hours (GLH): which CIBC defines as a measure of the

amount of input time required to achieve the Certificate of Completion. This

includes lectures, tutorials and practicals, as well as supervised study in, for

example, learning centres and workshops. GLH also includes the time

required for learners to complete external assessment under examination or

supervised conditions.

● Self-Study Requirement (SSR): which CIBC described as other required

learning as directed by tutors will include private study, preparation for

assessment and undertaking assessment when not under supervision, such

as preparatory reading, revision and independent biblical and wider reading of

the subject areas.

For this module:

● 12 Credits

● Module Learning Time =60 hours

● GLH = 20 hours



● SSR = 40 hours

● Assessment = 1.5 hours

Assessment

∙ Objective Response Exam – 1.5 hours

∙ Pass mark – 60%

Module Name: Revival-Nothing More, Nothing Less,

Nothing Else

Module Code: AOM 2217

Module Description

CIBC tutors will explain that real revival is not just a touch but a change – it is coming

back to your first love, Jesus. Every student needs a touch from the Master’s hand, a

touch that will impact and mark their entire life. When the student is touched, revived,

and changed by the Holy Spirit, not only will they know it but the world will hear it in

their words and see it in their actions and attitude. You are guaranteed that when you

are done with this course you will never be the same.

Module purpose

 On completion of this module, learners will be able to understand and explain that

real revival is not just a touch but a change and touches on first love, Jesus. Every

student needs a touch from the Master’s hand, a touch that will impact and mark

their entire life. When the student is touched, revived, and changed by the Holy Spirit,

not only will they know it but the world will hear it in their words and see it in their



actions and attitude. You are guaranteed that when you are done with this course

you will never be the same.

Module aim

The module aimed at empowering prospective students with knowledge to explain

that real revival is not just a touch but a change and touches on first love, Jesus. The

course is designed to inform every student that they need a touch from the Master’s

hand, a touch that will impact and mark their entire life. Additionally, when the

student is touched, revived, and changed by the Holy Spirit, not only will they know it

but the world will hear it in their words and see it in their actions and attitude. You are

guaranteed that when you are done with this course you will never be the same

Knowledge Descriptor

● The holder of Associate of Ministry has Biblical, practical, theoretical

knowledge and understanding of the revived, and changed by the Holy Spirit,

not only will they know it but the world will hear it in their words and see it in

their actions and attitude. You are guaranteed that when you are done with

this course you will never be the same.

● The holder is aware of the nature and scope of the twelve pillars of faith and

understands different perspectives, approaches or schools of thought and the

reasoning relating to revival

Skills Descriptor

● The holder of AOM determines, adapt and use appropriate leadership skills,

cognitive and practical skills to address broadly defined, complex spiritual and

biblical issues of revival

● Use relevant biblical concepts and quotations to inform church leadership

actions, evaluate actions and  preaching  methods.



● The holder can analyze, interpret, and evaluate relevant information, concepts

and ideas relating to revival

Module Learning Time

In arriving at a final number of learning hours, CIBC applies the Texas educational

notional hours and split learning hours for each module into:

● Guided Learning Hours (GLH): which CIBC defines as a measure of the

amount of input time required to achieve the Certificate of Completion. This

includes lectures, tutorials and practicals, as well as supervised study in, for

example, learning centres and workshops. GLH also includes the time

required for learners to complete external assessment under examination or

supervised conditions.

● Self-Study Requirement (SSR): which CIBC described as other required

learning as directed by tutors will include private study, preparation for

assessment and undertaking assessment when not under supervision, such

as preparatory reading, revision and independent biblical and wider reading of

the subject areas.

For this module:

● 12 Credits

● Module Learning Time =60 hours

● GLH = 20 hours

● SSR = 40 hours

● Assessment = 1.5 hours

Assessment

∙ Objective Response Exam – 1.5 hours

∙ Pass mark – 60%



Module Name: Shaking the Nations 

Module Code: AOM 2218

Module Description

The spirit of God is always moving across the nations of the earth. God is waiting for

the church to rise up and be bold for this hour. He is looking for people that He can

show Himself strong on their behalf. It’s time to shake the nations by the power of

the gospel through signs and wonders. God is waiting on you.

Module purpose

 On completion of this module, learners will be able to understand the concepts of

the fundamental truths in God’s word  shaking the nations.

Module aim

In order to ensure successful Holy Spirit-Filled church leadership, students should be

able to understand the outward of a Christian lifestyle and truly practice a Christian

lifestyle. The module aimed at empowering prospective students with knowledge of

a Holy-Spirit Christian to live the Christian lifestyle endowed with divine powers to

shake the nations.

Knowledge Descriptor

● The holder of AOM has Biblical, practical, theoretical knowledge and

understanding relating to shaking of the nations.

● The holder is aware of the nature and scope of the principles and understands

different perspectives, approaches or schools of thought and the reasoning

behind the shaking the nations



Skills Descriptor

● The holder of AOM determines, adapts and uses appropriate leadership skills,

cognitive and practical skills to address broadly defined, complex spiritual and

biblical issues of shaking the nations.

● The holder can analyze, interpret, and evaluate relevant information, concepts

and spiritual ideas relating to shaking the nations.

Module Learning Time

In arriving at a final number of learning hours, CIBC applies the Texas educational

notional hours and split learning hours for each module into:

● Guided Learning Hours (GLH): which CIBC defines as a measure of the

amount of input time required to achieve the Certificate of Completion. This

includes lectures, tutorials and practicals, as well as supervised study in, for

example, learning centres and workshops. GLH also includes the time

required for learners to complete external assessment under examination or

supervised conditions.

● Self-Study Requirement (SSR): which CIBC described as other required

learning as directed by tutors will include private study, preparation for

assessment and undertaking assessment when not under supervision, such

as preparatory reading, revision and independent biblical and wider reading of

the subject areas.

For this module:

● 12 Credits

● Module Learning Time =60 hours

● GLH = 20 hours

● SSR = 40 hours

● Assessment = 1.5 hours

Assessment



∙ Objective Response Exam – 1.5 hours

∙ Pass mark – 60%

Module Name: Signs and Wonders

Module Code: AOM 2219

Module Description

The student will learn that signs and wonders should be an everyday occurrence in

the believer’s life. The student will also come to an understanding that signs,

wonders and miracles are not just for the church, but they are for the demonstration

of the power of God outside the four walls of the church.

Module purpose

 On completion of this module, learners will be able to understand the concepts and

the fundamental truths in God’s word relating to signs and wonders that are an

everyday occurrence in the believer’s life. The student will also come to an

understanding that signs, wonders and miracles are not just for the church, but they

are for the demonstration of the power of God outside the four walls of the church.

Module aim

In order to ensure successful Holy Spirit-Filled church leadership, students should be

able to understand signs and wonders which are an everyday occurrence in the

believer’s life. The course is equipped with an understanding that signs, wonders and

miracles are not just for the church, but they are for the demonstration of the power

of God outside the four walls of the church.



Knowledge Descriptor

● The holder of AOM has Biblical, practical, theoretical knowledge and

understanding of the signs and wonders in everyday occurrence in the

believer’s life.

Skills Descriptor

● The holder defines, determines, adapts and uses appropriate leadership skills,

cognitive and practical skills to address broadly defined, complex spiritual and

biblical issues of signs, wonders and miracles.

● The holder can analyze, interpret, and evaluate relevant information, concepts

and ideas relating to the an understanding that signs, wonders and miracles

are not just for the church, but they are for the demonstration of the power of

God outside the four walls of the church.

Module Learning Time

In arriving at a final number of learning hours, CIBC applies the Texas educational

notional hours and split learning hours for each module into:

● Guided Learning Hours (GLH): which CIBC defines as a measure of the

amount of input time required to achieve the Certificate of Completion. This

includes lectures, tutorials and practicals, as well as supervised study in, for

example, learning centres and workshops. GLH also includes the time

required for learners to complete external assessment under examination or

supervised conditions.

● Self-Study Requirement (SSR): which CIBC described as other required

learning as directed by tutors will include private study, preparation for

assessment and undertaking assessment when not under supervision, such

as preparatory reading, revision and independent biblical and wider reading of

the subject areas.



For this module:

● 12 Credits

● Module Learning Time =60 hours

● GLH = 20 hours

● SSR = 40 hours

● Assessment = 1.5 hours

Assessment

∙ Objective Response Exam – 1.5 hours

∙ Pass mark – 60%

Module Name: Soul Winning II

Module Code: AOM 2220

Module Description

This is a course on introducing Christ to others in the workplace, on foreign fields,

and local neighborhoods. Each student will experience the joy of leading others to

Christ and then follow up with them to make them disciples.

Module purpose

 On completion of this module, learners will be able to understand the concepts of

leading others and experience the joy of leading others to Christ and then follow up

with them to make them disciples.



Module aim

The module aimed at empowering prospective students with knowledge of the

Holy-Spirit and experiencing the joy of leading others to Christ and then following up

with them to make them disciples.

Knowledge Descriptor

● The holder of The Associate of Ministry has spiritual, Biblical, practical,

theoretical knowledge, understanding and experience of the joy of leading

others to Christ and then following up with them to make them disciples.

Skills Descriptor

● The holder of AOM defines, enumerates, determines, adapts and uses

appropriate leadership skills, cognitive and practical skills to address broadly

defined, complex spiritual and biblical issues relating to the experience and

joy of leading others to Christ and then follow up with them to make them

disciples.

● The holder can analyze, interpret, and evaluate relevant information, concepts

and ideas relating to the experience and joy of leading others to Christ and

then follow up with them to make them disciples.

Module Learning Time

In arriving at a final number of learning hours, CIBC applies the Texas educational

notional hours and split learning hours for each module into:

● Guided Learning Hours (GLH): which CIBC defines as a measure of the

amount of input time required to achieve the Certificate of Completion. This

includes lectures, tutorials and practicals, as well as supervised study in, for

example, learning centres and workshops. GLH also includes the time

required for learners to complete external assessment under examination or

supervised conditions.



● Self-Study Requirement (SSR): which CIBC described as other required

learning as directed by tutors will include private study, preparation for

assessment and undertaking assessment when not under supervision, such

as preparatory reading, revision and independent biblical and wider reading of

the subject areas.

For this module:

● 12 Credits

● Module Learning Time =60 hours

● GLH = 20 hours

● SSR = 40 hours

● Assessment = 1.5 hours

Assessment

∙ Objective Response Exam – 1.5 hours

∙ Pass mark – 60%

Module Name: Stewardship II

Module Code: AOM 2221

Module Description

This course will familiarize the student with many scriptures that pertain to finances

and stewardship. A foundation is given for personal life as well as equipping with

truths needed for preaching on stewardship and giving in ministry.

 

Module purpose

 On completion of this module, learners will be able to understand the concepts of the

fundamental truths in God’s word that pertain to finances and stewardship. A



foundation is given for personal life as well as equipping with truths needed for

preaching on stewardship and giving in ministry.

Module aim

In order to ensure successful Holy Spirit-Filled church leadership, students should be

able to understand the many scriptures that pertain to finances and stewardship. A

foundation is given for personal life as well as equipping with truths needed for

preaching on stewardship and giving in ministry.

The course is designed to empower prospective students with knowledge of a

Holy-Spirit pertaining to finance and stewardship

Knowledge Descriptor

● The holder of AOB has scriptural as well asBiblical, practical, theoretical

knowledge and understanding of scriptures that pertain to finances and

stewardship

● The holder is aware of the nature and scope of the scripture pertaining to

finance and stewardship and understands different perspectives, approaches

or schools of thought and the reasoning behind the scriptures that pertain to

finance and stewardship.

Skills Descriptor

● The holder explains, enumerates, determines, adapts and uses appropriate

leadership skills, cognitive and practical skills to address broadly defined,

complex spiritual and biblical issues relating to the scriptures that pertain to

finances and stewardship.

● The holder can analyze, interpret, and evaluate relevant information, concepts

and ideas relating to the many scriptures that pertain to finances and

stewardship



Module Learning Time

In arriving at a final number of learning hours, CIBC applies the Texas educational

notional hours and split learning hours for each module into:

● Guided Learning Hours (GLH): which CIBC defines as a measure of the

amount of input time required to achieve the Certificate of Completion. This

includes lectures, tutorials and practicals, as well as supervised study in, for

example, learning centres and workshops. GLH also includes the time

required for learners to complete external assessment under examination or

supervised conditions.

● Self-Study Requirement (SSR): which CIBC described as other required

learning as directed by tutors will include private study, preparation for

assessment and undertaking assessment when not under supervision, such

as preparatory reading, revision and independent biblical and wider reading of

the subject areas.

For this module:

● 12 Credits

● Module Learning Time =60 hours

● GLH = 20 hours

● SSR = 40 hours

● Assessment = 1.5 hours

Assessment

∙ Objective Response Exam – 1.5 hours

∙ Pass mark – 60%



Module Name: The Tabernacle of Moses 

Module Code: AOM 2222

Module Description

This is a Biblical study of the framework and spiritual meaning of the Tabernacle of

Moses in regards to its example, typology, and practical implications for the New

Covenant.

Module purpose

 On completion of this module, learners will be able to understand the concepts of

the fundamental truths in God’s word relating to the framework and spiritual meaning

of the Tabernacle of Moses in regards to its example, typology, and practical

implications for the New Covenant.

Module aim

In order to ensure successful Holy Spirit-Filled church leadership, students should be

able to understand the framework and spiritual meaning of the Tabernacle of Moses

in regards to its example, typology, and practical implications for the New Covenant.

The course is designed to empower prospective students with knowledge of a

Holy-Spirit filled leader regarding the framework and spiritual meaning of the

Tabernacle of Moses in regards to its example, typology, and practical implications

for the New Covenant.

Knowledge Descriptor

● The holder of AOM has spiritual, Biblical, practical, theoretical knowledge and

understanding of the framework and spiritual meaning of the Tabernacle of

Moses in regards to its example, typology, and practical implications for the

New Covenant.



● The holder is aware of the nature and scope of the twelve pillars of faith and

understands different perspectives, approaches or schools of thought and the

reasoning in regards to the framework and spiritual meaning of the

Tabernacle of Moses in regards to its example, typology, and practical

implications for the New Covenant.

Skills Descriptor

● The holder describes, discusses, determines, adapts and uses appropriate

leadership skills, cognitive and practical skills to address broadly defined,

complex spiritual and biblical issues relating to the framework and spiritual

meaning of the Tabernacle of Moses in regard to its example, typology, and

practical implications for the New Covenant.

● The holder can analyze, interpret, and evaluate relevant information, concepts

and ideas relating to the framework and spiritual meaning of the Tabernacle

of Moses in regards to its example, typology, and practical implications for the

New Covenant.

● Use relevant biblical concepts and quotations to inform church leadership

actions, evaluate actions and preaching methods that address the framework

and spiritual meaning of the Tabernacle of Moses in regards to its example,

typology, and practical implications for the New Covenant.

Module Learning Time

In arriving at a final number of learning hours, CIBC applies the Texas educational

notional hours and split learning hours for each module into:

● Guided Learning Hours (GLH): which CIBC defines as a measure of the

amount of input time required to achieve the Certificate of Completion. This

includes lectures, tutorials and practicals, as well as supervised study in, for

example, learning centres and workshops. GLH also includes the time



required for learners to complete external assessment under examination or

supervised conditions.

● Self-Study Requirement (SSR): which CIBC described as other required

learning as directed by tutors will include private study, preparation for

assessment and undertaking assessment when not under supervision, such

as preparatory reading, revision and independent biblical and wider reading of

the subject areas.

For this module:

● 12 Credits

● Module Learning Time =60 hours

● GLH = 20 hours

● SSR = 40 hours

● Assessment = 1.5 hours

Assessment

∙ Objective Response Exam – 1.5 hours

∙ Pass mark – 60%



Module Name: Vision

Module Code: COC 2223

Module Description

Learn what “vision” is and be instructed how to recognize God’s vision for your life

and the importance of having patience to wait for the vision to have its perfect work

in your life.

Module purpose

 On completion of this module, learners will be able to understand the concepts of

the fundamental truths in God’s word relating to what “vision” is and be instructed

how to recognize God’s vision for your life and the importance of having patience to

wait for the vision to have its perfect work in your life.

Module aim

In order to ensure successful Holy Spirit-Filled church leadership, students should be

able to understand the fundamental issues of what “vision” is and be instructed how

to recognize God’s vision for your life and the importance of having patience to wait

for the vision to have its perfect work in your life.

 

Knowledge Descriptor

● The holder of AOB has Spiritual, Biblical, practical, theoretical knowledge and

understanding of what “vision” is and has been instructed how to recognize

God’s vision for your life and the importance of having patience to wait for the

vision to have its perfect work in your life.

●  The holder can analyze, interpret, and evaluate relevant information, concepts

and ideas relating to the ‘God’s vision’ for your life and the importance of

having patience to wait for the vision to have its perfect work in your life.



● The holder is aware of the nature and scope of the Gods vision and

understands different perspectives, approaches or schools of thought and the

reasoning behind the twelve pillars of faith.

Skills Descriptor

● The holder will determine, adapt and use appropriate leadership skills,

cognitive and practical skills to address broadly defined, complex spiritual and

biblical issues of faith.

● Use relevant biblical concepts and quotations to inform church leadership

actions, evaluate actions and  preaching  methods.

Module Learning Time

In arriving at a final number of learning hours, CIBC applies the Texas educational

notional hours and split learning hours for each module into:

● Guided Learning Hours (GLH): which CIBC defines as a measure of the

amount of input time required to achieve the Certificate of Completion. This

includes lectures, tutorials and practicals, as well as supervised study in, for

example, learning centres and workshops. GLH also includes the time

required for learners to complete external assessment under examination or

supervised conditions.

● Self-Study Requirement (SSR): which CIBC described as other required

learning as directed by tutors will include private study, preparation for

assessment and undertaking assessment when not under supervision, such

as preparatory reading, revision and independent biblical and wider reading of

the subject areas.

For this module:

● 12 Credits

● Module Learning Time =60 hours



● GLH = 20 hours

● SSR = 40 hours

● Assessment = 1.5 hours

Assessment

∙ Objective Response Exam – 1.5 hours

∙ Pass mark – 60%

Module Name: Worship as a Lifestyle 

Module Code: COC 2224

Module Description

This course will give the student a thorough understanding of the foundation,

purpose and practice of worship in the believer’s life. Emphasis will be placed on

worship as a lifestyle for the believer, discovering how man’s entire existence is tied

to living in and depending upon God’s presence.

Module purpose

 On completion of this module, students will be able to understand the concepts of

the fundamental truths in God’s word relating to the foundation, purpose and practice

of worship in the believer’s life. Emphasis will be placed on worship as a lifestyle for

the believer, discovering how man’s entire existence is tied to living in and depending

upon God’s presence.

Module aim

In order to ensure successful Holy Spirit-Filled church leadership, students should be

able to have a thorough understanding of the foundation, purpose and practice of

worship in the believer’s life. Emphasis will be placed on worship as a lifestyle for the



believer, discovering how man’s entire existence is tied to living in and depending

upon God’s presence. The module is designed to give students thorough

understanding of the foundation, purpose and practice of worship in the believer’s

life. Emphasis will be placed on worship as a lifestyle for the believer, discovering

how man’s entire existence is tied to living in and depending upon God’s presence.

Knowledge Descriptor

● The holder of AOM has spiritual, Biblical, practical, theoretical knowledge and

thorough understanding of the foundation, purpose and practice of worship in

the believer’s life. Emphasis will be placed on worship as a lifestyle for the

believer, discovering how man’s entire existence is tied to living in and

depending upon God’s presence.

● The holder is aware of the nature and scope of a thorough understanding of

the foundation, purpose and practice of worship in the believer’s life.

Emphasis will be placed on worship as a lifestyle for the believer, discovering

how man’s entire existence is tied to living in and depending upon God’s

presence.

Skills Descriptor

● The holder will determine, adapt, and use appropriate leadership skills,

cognitive and practical skills to address broadly defined, complex spiritual and

biblical issues relating to a thorough understanding of the foundation,

purpose and practice of worship in the believer’s life. Emphasis will be placed

on worship as a lifestyle for the believer, discovering how man’s entire

existence is tied to living in and depending upon God’s presence

● The holder can analyze, interpret, and evaluate relevant information, concepts

and ideas relating to the understanding of the foundation, purpose and

practice of worship in the believer’s life. Emphasis will be placed on worship



as a lifestyle for the believer, discovering how man’s entire existence is tied to

living in and depending upon God’s presence

Module Learning Time

In arriving at a final number of learning hours, CIBC applies the Texas educational

notional hours and split learning hours for each module into:

● Guided Learning Hours (GLH): which CIBC defines as a measure of the

amount of input time required to achieve the Certificate of Completion. This

includes lectures, tutorials and practicals, as well as supervised study in, for

example, learning centres and workshops. GLH also includes the time

required for learners to complete external assessment under examination or

supervised conditions.

● Self-Study Requirement (SSR): which CIBC described as other required

learning as directed by tutors will include private study, preparation for

assessment and undertaking assessment when not under supervision, such

as preparatory reading, revision and independent biblical and wider reading of

the subject areas.

For this module:

● 12 Credits

● Module Learning Time =60 hours

● GLH = 20 hours

● SSR = 40 hours

● Assessment = 1.5 hours

Assessment

∙ Objective Response Exam – 1.5 hours

∙ Pass mark – 60%


